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PET – READING PART 6 – The Traveller 
 

For each question write the correct answer: 

Write one word for each gap. 

 

THE TRAVELLER 

Wandering 1.________ Lucca, Italy is like stepping back in time. Narrow streets and houses with 

orange-red roofs are surrounded 2. ________  mountains and green fields. In spring the meadows are 

full 3. ________  brightly coloured wild flowers. 

 

Perhaps the best view of 4. ________  ancient city, and the nearby countryside, is found 5. ________  

walking around the top of the medieval city walls. Still in excellent condition, they are a lovely place to 

walk, shaded by trees. Or enjoy the sunshine by strolling through the beautiful seventeenth-century 

gardens of the Parco Villa Reale. If you’re lucky 6. ________  to visit on the third weekend of the 

month, don’t miss the fascinating antique market, selling silver 7. ________  brass, furniture and rare 

books. 

 

Fancy a picnic? Stop 8. ________  at Forno A Vapore Amedeo Giusti for home-made sandwiches, made 

with tasty local produce. Or sit 9. ________  at Vineria I Santi and watch the world go by 10. ________  

you eat a variety of delicious snacks. 
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Answers 

 

THE TRAVELLER 

Wandering 1. through/around Lucca, Italy is like stepping back in time. Narrow streets and houses with 

orange-red roofs are surrounded 2. by mountains and green fields. In spring the meadows are full 3.of 

brightly coloured wild flowers. 

 

Perhaps the best view of 4.the ancient city, and the nearby countryside, is found 5.by walking around the 

top of the medieval city walls. Still in excellent condition, they are a lovely place to walk, shaded by 

trees. Or enjoy the sunshine by strolling through the beautiful seventeenth-century gardens of the Parco 

Villa Reale. If you’re lucky 6.enough to visit on the third weekend of the month, don’t miss the 

fascinating antique market, selling silver 7.and brass, furniture and rare books. 

 

Fancy a picnic? Stop 8.off at Forno A Vapore Amedeo Giusti for home-made sandwiches, made with 

tasty local produce. Or sit 9.outside at Vineria I Santi and watch the world go by 10.while you eat a 

variety of delicious snacks. 

  


